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Economic 

Since IACA 1996, the economic situation in Canada has 
been marked most notably by: 

a) relatively low inflation, the annual rate of 
increase in the cost-of-living from June, 1996 to 
November, 1997 having been less than 2%; 

b) a reduction in interest rates, the yield on long- 
term government of Canada bonds having declined over 
the same period from 7.98% to 5.80% per annum; and 

C) remarkably favorable returns in the stock market 
which saw the TSE 300 index increase from 5,044 to 
6,513 in that 16-month period. 

More recently, there has been a noticeable correction 
in the light of fears regarding the economic outlook 
for certain Asian countries. 

Private Pensions 

A noteworthy event taking place in 1997 was the 
acceptance by Revenue Canada as registered pension 
plans those designed under the concept of the flexible 
pension plan (FPP) . 

An FPP is a defined benefit pension plan that allows 
members to make optional and tax-deductible 
contributions to purchase improvements to 
their pension benefits - such as cost-of-living 
increases or survivor benefits - without affecting 
their ability to make deductible contributions to their 
private individual pension arrangements. 

This is possible because, in determining the extent to 
which the latter type of contribution may be made, 
account is not taken by the tax authorities of any 
optional FPP contributions. 



From the employee's perspective, the FPP has the 
attraction of increasing tax-deductible savings 
opportunities. From that of the employer, the option 
can be provided at little or no cost, is consistent 
with the trend towards flexible benefits and may act to 
reduce pressure to improve the plan with a resulting 

' cost to the company. 

A move has been made by the federal government to 
reduce the age at which commencement of a pension must 
take place - whether arising from an employer-sponsored 
plan or from an individual pension programme. 

Previously, such a pension had to commence by the end 
of the calendar year in which the individual's 71st 
birthday took place. Under the new requirement, 
commencement must take place before the end of the year 
in which age 69 is attained. 

While this change was announced as conforming more 
closely to the actual experience in this respect, it 
may have been conceived as a measure to limit - at 
least to some degree - the ability of retired 
persons to arrange their financial affairs so as to 
take maximum advantage of the Seniors Benefit 
(described in the 1996 Report on Canada) without being 
exposed to the clawback which operates in the 
event of the pensioner having other taxable income. 

It has the effect also of accelerating the liability 
for income tax on payments out of retirement tax 
shelters. 

On the provincial front, Ontario has re-structured the 
regulatory environment by consolidating the 
administration of regulations applicable to private 
pension plans, insurance companies and trust 
companies. 

In the process, the role of the Pension Commission of 
Ontario will be decreased, and there is some concern 
that the regulators will be less professionally 
qualified and that the system will become more 
bureaucratic. 



The Quebec government introduced changes to facilitate 
the payment of private pensions in cases of phased and 
early retirement. Plans must offer members who retire 
early the opportunity of taking larger pensions prior 
to age 65. Another approach is one whereby an employee 
who takes a reduced workload would be able to 
negotiate with the Employer for a partial pension in 
order to supplement the reduced employment income. 

Canada Pension plan 

The Canada Pension Plan (CPP) is a compulsory 
government-run scheme covering working Canadians in all 
provinces except Quebec which operates a parallel 
scheme. 

The latest five-year review led to wide public debate 
culminating in a package of suggested changes designed 
to place the scheme on a sounder financial footing. 

Those proposals were enunciated in the Report for 
Canada prepared for IACA 1996. Since that meeting, 
legislation has been tabled providing for changes, the 
most significant of which are as follows: 

a) gradual increase in contributions from employees and 
employers from the present combined rate of 6% of 
eligible earnings to one of 9.9% in 2003; 

b) changing the pension formula from a three-year to a 
five-year earnings base; 

c) stricter eligibility and tighter assessment for 
disability benefits; and 

d) investment in a more traditional way of the monies 
flowing into the CPP, rather than their being used 
for financing normal government expenditures and 
incorporated into the national debt. 

A proposed amendment to the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP) 
would, during an employee's phased retirement, permit 
the reduction in earnings to be deemed as contributory 
earnings for the purpose of the QPP. 



Pension accrual and contributions for that period would 
thus be based on the individual's unreduced earnings. 
Health Care 

Most employee health benefit plans in Canada are 
structured so that they normally assume responsibility 
for coverage that may be lost as a result of government 
cutbacks and absorb the costs thereof. 

With the frequency of such cutbacks increasing in 
recent years, employers are beginning to face the 
dilemma of either absorbing the increases in plan costs 
or passing them along to their active and/or 
retired employees. 

For example, changes to the Ontario Drug Benefit could 
result in increases of $200 to $300 per year per 
employee in the case of plans providing health coverage 
to retired senior citizens in that province. 

Restrictions have also been lifted on private plans in 
Ontario so that they are now able to offer 
reimbursement of the costs of, for example, 
chiropractic and podiatrist services. 

In the light of the above, there has been a trend 
towards flex plans which represent a move from the 
defined benefit to the defined contribution principle 
as a design for the delivery of private plan benefits 

In this way, plan costs are subject to more control in 
the context of cost shifting by government plans, 
reform in hospital care delivery and the higher cost of 
advanced treatment and prescription drugs. 

Accounting for Non-pension Benefits 

The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) 
has released its long-awaited exposure draft on 
accounting for future employee benefits. 

It is envisaged that, after a period during which 
comments on the exposure draft may be submitted, 
compliance by employers will be required for the 1999 
fiscal year. 



For some years, requirements have existed for the 
orderly accounting in a company's books of costs for 
pension benefits provided by the employer, but the 
exposure draft envisages that corresponding 
requirements will be put in place in respect of other 
benefits such as post-retirement health and dental 
benefits and compensated absences such as accumulating 
sick leave credits. 

The CICA standards follow closely the corresponding 
methodology established in the US and will likely be 
similar to those being developed by the International 
Accounting Standards Committee for use in a worldwide 
context. 

The basic CICA approach is founded on the principle 
that such benefits represent deferred compensation and 
that accounting for their costs should be matched with 
periods of service - rather than their being expensed 
when the cash outlays for such benefits are incurred. 

Two noteworthy features of the proposed requirements 
which, while following the existing pattern in the US, 
are new to the Canadian scene are: 

a) the use of a market-based rate for discounting 
assumed future benefit outgo; and 

b) the establishment, in the light of potential 
volatility in actuarial results arising from (a), of 
a "10% corridor" for the purpose of determining the 
extent to which gains/losses are to be brought into 
a company's balance sheet. 

Only the excess of such gains or losses over 10% of the 
greater of the plan's assets and liabilities have to be 
so recognized. 

Life Insurance Companies 

In recent years, there has been a considerable number 
of company take-overs and mergers, brought about 
largely by the need for economies of scale in 
operations. 



In 1 9 9 7 ,  London Life - one of the largest life 
companies in Canada - was purchased by Great West Life, 
this take-over being notable because: 

a) London Life had previously been a target of Canada's 
largest chartered bank which abandoned its take-over 
attempt in the light of the Great West bid; and 

b) the combined company will alter noticeably the 
ranking of Canadian life companies and will have 
assets of approximately $ 6 5  billion. 

Another recent development has been the announcement 
that three of Canada's four largest mutual companies 
plan to de-mutualize and thus create shares in the 
companies that could be traded on the open market. 

Initially, shares will be distributed to policyholders 
and such a development would be expected to give the 
company scope for raising additional capital by issuing 
treasury shares. Such a facility could be envisaged as 
facilitating the companies' entry into other 
territories or areas of activity and possibly of 
making them more accessible for amalgamation with other 
financial institutions. 

Property and Casualty Companies 

Amalgamation of P&C companies has continued since IACA 
1 9 9 6 ,  the most notable being that of the General 
Accident and Canadian General companies. 

This merger has enhanced General Accident's position as 
the leading P&C company in Canada with total assets of 
approximately $3 billion. 

On the professional front, the concept of Dynamic 
Capital Adequacy Testing (DCAT) is on the point of 
being extended as a requirement for appointed actuaries 
of P&C companies. DCAT, which is already a 
requirement for appointed actuaries of life insurance 
companies, is intended to "identify plausible imminent 
threats to a company's satisfactory financial 



condition". Plausible scenarios to be considered by P&C 
actuaries include the occurrence of a catastrophic 
loss, significant changes in loss frequency or 
severity, and the insolvency of one or more of the 
company's reinsurers. 

Canadian Institute of Actuaries 

The profession continues to experience modest growth 
and the distribution of members remains very similar as 
in the last few years, as may be seen from the 
following table: 

June June 
1 9 9 5  - 1 9 9 7  - 

Fellows 
Students 
Correspondents & Others 

The Institute has moved further in the difficult task of 
establishing Consolidated Standards of Practice whereby some 
degree of harmonization would be achieved in the Standards 
of Practice applicable to the various areas of practice. 

Recent new initiatives of the Institute have included: 

investigation into possible development of non- 
traditional practices; 

identification of desirable legislative changes to 
cover pension plan operations in cases of members' 
marriage breakdown; and 

review of the actuarial basis prescribed for the 
calculation of pension values for portability and 
marriage breakdown purposes in the light of the drop 



in interest rates below the prescribed Ultimate 
rate. 

Ben Dibben 


